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Praface
After urging from several quarters the main
outlines of this review talk are reproduced in
report form. The lecture was intended to provide
broad information for non-specialists.
To various colleagues and ressarch groups in
Europe as well as in Northern America I want to
offer my sincere thanks for their kind permission
to mention most recent results, very often prior
to publication. All responsibility for faulty
comments or misunderstandings in these connections
solely rests with the author-.

J.M.H.
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Curre.it Ideas on Ion-Atom Collisions,
Johannes K, Hansteen
Department of Physics, University of Bergen, Norway.

Abstract;

A survey is given of recent developments in the

uMftra+nnding of ion-atom collisions, with particular emphasis
on processes leading to ion-induced X-rays.

The Inner-shell

Coulomb ionization phenomena are discussed at some length,
with stress on the near-quantitative picture that appears to
emerge from simple-minded models.

The phenomenon of Pauli

excitations and the formation Of quasi-molecules leading to
united atom phenomena are qualitatively reviewed, together
with a brief mention of target recoil effects and electron
capture processes.

Selected background phenomena are touched

upon, such as various types of bremsstrahlung production of
importance in interpreting experiments.

Implications of the

recently-discove'red^lhterplay between Couloabf- induced proc«Bses
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1.

Introductory remarks.
1.1'-General comment» and scope of talk.

The study of ion-atom collisions is 'an enormous
research field.

This field Is Just now (i.e. in 1975)

'developing most rapidly,

In the present review we will

treat only selected topics lnsid» this lcjcge field.

We

shall concentrate' very much on X-fays 'produced in ion-atom
collision.

We stres's that this will be a highly qualitative

review, if not to say a loose one., We .shall try to present
ideas and intuitive physical.-pictures, hot much of exact
mathematics.

The general aim is to transmit & few

impresis Ions from a field of physics aVpresent receiving
considerable interest.
l.S

Historical developments.

The process; of excitation, and ^ionization of electron
shells by in pinging hgavy charged! jpai tides (i.e. protons,
deuteronsj»'b>particles}' and heavy ions in general) hap
J«pn xrvpsf, gvten "lore i
n

J

less srnr*i' r ulv aint^ th» «*ai J.y

div" ->f at^ri a d nu-lM» p »/--l(.s.

2.
Probably due to the rapid advances of nuclear physics in th«
19^0's, not much happened for a period in this research field.
However, the phenomenon of nuclear Coulomb excitation brought
changes to this situation.

Various contributions from tlM

Copenhagen group should be recalled in this context

" *?'.

A rather comprehensive review of the status of the researches
on inner shell ionization phenomena was given by Merzbacbt*
and Lewis

i x >

I

in 1958.

The remarkable revival of interest in X-ray processes
from ion-atom collisions may partially be due to the improswrt
availability of accelerated heavy tons as well as the
improved experimental techniques. Among the pioneering
contributions should be mentioned the work of Specht

' on

X-ray production in fission fragment collisions in matter.
This led to the discovery of the so-called level matching
effect

'

, strikingly indicating completely new typ** i_

of phenomena combined with the expected direct Coulomb ionization
effect caused by the fission fragments.
•

• - • • •

In a very recent and

'

±k\

thorough review a r t i c l e Garcia and coworkers

' describe

the present understanding of inner shell vacancy production^
in ion-atom collisions.
! '
'. -p.
The intermixing of radiation of nuclear and atonic!,'
origin is Instructively demonstrated

' in fig. 1.

Peaks from the nuclear Coulomb excitation (Ta - C,) as >*W*J
as K-peafcs from the characteristic X~radiation of the

A

'v'
J

Coulomb ionized target atoms (Ta - K„ Pb - K) are clearM"-' '
distinguishable.
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Fig. i. Pulse spectra after Huus and Zupancic '
for protons of energy 1.75 MeV impinging on targets of
Ta, and Pb.
In fig. 2 is shown a highly informative result after
Specht "

.

It Is plotted the measured «otal L X-ray cross

sections induced by fission fragments as a function of the
target atomic number.

The appearing resonances should be noted.

Their existence demonstrates the inadequacy of the direct
Coulomb excitation mechanism alone to explain thfc obser
vations

-" ,

mechanisms iere
t

Today one might describe the X-ray producing
to consist of so-called Pauli excitations

'

and to a much less degree also of atomic Coulomb excitation.
By the general notion Pauli excitations is meant all kinds of
excitation phenomena induced by exchange forces occurring in

J-
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Fig. 2. Cross sections for ionization of the L shell of the
light fission fragment (the curve denoted L. Sp.) and the
heavy (S. Sp.) fission fragment for fragment energies of 7k and
!f2 MeV, respectively, as a function of the target atomic
number. The dashed curves show Born approximation predictions
for the corresponding Coulomb ionization processes. The
shaded blocks indicate those target atom Z values for which
the target atom K-, L- or M-shell binding energies approximately
12)
match the projectile L-shell energy. Figure after Specht
',

the overlapping electron cloud3 of the interpenetrating
collision partners.

ThlB provided the collision is slow

enough to permit formation of a short-lived quasimoleeular
state.

The resonances mentioned above appear for collisions

in which there is a matching of electron energy levels in the
two collision participants.

Referring to fig. 2, the

i:

resonances occur where the L binding energies of the fission
fragments are cloae to the K, L or M binding energies of the
targets.

This is the so-called level matching effect.

A

current way of treating and at least qualitatively
explaining thir.c

extremely complicated inner shell vacancy

formations i; V.-jccl on the molecular orbital (MO) modal of
Fane and Licbten

''

'. We shall below briefly touoh upon

this type of united atom phenomena.

2.

Atomic Coulomb ionization.
2.1

List of models and regions of validity.

Varinvf tl'.-wefclc/il models are presently ussd for the
treatment of the atomic Coulomb excitation or ionization.
Common to thsne descriptions is that, within their respective
regions of validity, they have yielded rather satisfactory
description.-; of experimental data.
Models.
'...)

The _?lane Wave _Born Approximation;
Menne berg
, Merzbacher and Lewis

FWBA

Ths _3emiclassical Approximation;
SCAndinavian model 19-21).

SCA

The _Binary Jncounter Approximation;
Garcia » 2 ) .

BBA

The perturbed _Stafcionary jState
Approximation;
Basbas, Brandt, and, Ritchie ' ' ;
Brandt and Lapicki ) .

PSS

:

2)

3)

2 2

k)

2

2

2 6

2 5

Comments
a)

The BEA model may be regarded as an example of the

impulse approximation.

The ionization process is considered

as a classical impact between the projectile and a free target
electron, further modified with the quantal velocity
distribution of the electron in the initial state.
b)

The PSS approximation is a formal framework using

perturbed atomic wave functions.

Obviously,, the presence of

a heavy charged projectile particle deep inside the atom will
indeed perturb the target electron wave functions.

For slow

collisions the PSS scheme in principle incorporates: (1) the
Coulomb deflection of the projectile in the field of the .
target nucleus as well as

(2): the "binding effect", i.e.

an increase in binding energy felt by the electron to be
ejected in the presence of the passing projectile inside the
electron shell in question.

One may state that the PSS

approximation is encompassing an earlier and more intuitive
calculation scheme sometimes denoted as the modified PWBA
model

2 7

^.

An excellent illustration of the regions of validity
for the various approximation schemes for inner-shell vacancy
productions in ion-atom collisions is provided by a figure
after Madison and Merzbacher

,'.

:

In fig. 3 the quantities

Z. and Z_ are the charge numbers for projectile and target,
1

reapectively. . Further the collision velocity

v

is measured

in units of the K-shell electron velocity v^.

The shaded

SCA

Fig. 3. Regions of validity for some approximation
schemes for inner-shell vacancy production. Shaded
regions are shown for the PWBA model, the SCA model and
the MO model (the quasimolecular electron promotion
model). Figure after Madison and Merzhacher 28)

regions i n the figure i n d i c a t e

regions of v a l i d i t y .

A goal

for future work should be new t h e o r e t i c a l frameworks providing
grad.ial extension and overlap of the sht.iied regions of
validity.

^

sc^ry

{.#
?'

_£„
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J/
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2.2 Outline oi basic SCA equations.
We will temporarily concentrate on the SCA model.
One reason for this if the highly descriptive picture offered
by this model.

Furtnermore, the impact parameter formulation

of this model has proven highly advantageous.
In fig. 4 is indicated the physical situation with
accelerated naked nuclei as ionising projectiles.
Torget nucleus

c

Fig.jJh' Classical |model of the atomic • Coulcrrt:
Ionization process with 'hyperbolic projectile
paths. 'y..

'•' •*

^ .. •

The condition for a classical description of the
ionizing particle is given by 29)
aZ.Zpe
K „ —±_£—
*v.

2

» i

t

with v^ denoting the projectile velocity relative to the

U)

9.
target nucleus.
The Coulomb Interaction between the inner shell
electron and the bfcre projectile nucleus ie used as pertur
bation,

V -

Z.e
±

2

ll-R(t)|

.

(2)

Hare,
JS(t):

projectile position vector,

£

position of atomic electron.

:

A r.scessary condition for the potential in eq. (2)
to represent a small perturbation is

Z «
x

Z,

(?)

2

i.e. the charge of the naked projectile to be much smaller
•'.. than that of the target nucleus.
/ •

' Using the approximate form of the minimum momentum

transfer,
«q «AE/v ,
o

1

we arrive at the further requirement
•?

.with
.. • • . liE « E
E_:

(H)

AE/J^ << 1

B

+ E . ---

(5)

f

electron binding energy; E : kinetic energy of ejected
f

electron.
The differential Coulomb ionization cross section
may be written as

IO.

det

27T

J"* <&)

(6)

with

fe)
'

r

JV

w t

<f|V(t)!i>

(7)

*

and p: impact parameter;

u »» AE/tt.

This from straightforward first-order time-dependent
perturbation theory 19)

do
dE

k

Alternatively we may write

6t

h - * -V * J*4f
2~

Vi

elWt<

*' TFJWT *^
1

(8)

(9)

sin*(6/2)

with
2d:

distance of closest approach in a head-on collision,

V

reduced mass of projectile-target system,
eccentricity of hyperbolic projectile path.
3y letting the projectile paths degenerate into

straight lines, the 3CA ntbdel yields differential Coulomb
ionization cross sections equivalent to the corresponding
FWBft expression.' It has been rigorously proved that

PHBA

''

(10)

11.
It nay appear paradoxical that a result which is
derived under the strict condition

H »

l

leads to an

outcome which is valid In the extreme opposite case * «

1.

However, the semiclasslcal H condition is Important only
when the projectile scattering is involved.
projectile energy region where H «

Moreover, in the

i, the Coulomb ionization

cross sections are so strongly forward peaked that cross
sections originating from larger deflection angles are no
longer of Interest as contributors to the total cross sections.
Furthermore, the above reasoning may be taken as a strong
indication that the Coulomb ionization cross sections derived
from a complete SCA picture are correct for all x values as
long as no projectile scattering angle is involved, the
conditions in eqs. (3) and (4) being simultaneously satisfied.
Stated somewhat differently, the quantum mechanical diffraction
phenomena under these circumstances appear to play no part
in the Coulomb ionization cross sections.
Ihe ionization probability as a function of the impact
parameter may be defined as follows:
00

o

-

1

P

..•

When all the above criteria,cf; eqs. (±), (3), and (4),
are fulfilled, we may write the differential Coulomb ionization
cross section as

m - vSwhere

da /dR

section.

R

j

denotes the Rutherford scattering cross
•.•."'••''

" • ;'•.'"» -

1 2

< )

12.

2.3

Selected results, mainly compared with SCA
predictions.

One Immediate advantage of the Impact parameter
formulation of the SCA model has been the possibility to predict
projectile angular dependences of the Coulomb Ionization
cross sections.
1959.

Such predictions were given

*' back in

It was suggested that the decisive radius at low pro

jectile energies should be the adlabatic radius
1
l

ad

fiv

l
7ST

'

(13)

and not the specific electron shell radius as might
off-hand be expected.

In fig. 5 this point is illustrated.

Pig. 5, The straight line SCA prediction of
the K-shell ionization probability I; for an
adiabatic collision as a function of the impact
parameter. The Bohr radius of the target K-shell
is denoted by r„.

13.
Furthermore, the maximum contribution to the total Coulomb
ionization cross section is given for projectiles with Impact
parameters roughly equal to
r

Pmax " ad'

'<*>

The above predictions were only verified much later.

W*

here refer to the pioneer work of the Århus group * ' and that
of Brandt and collaborators -"•'.
Total Coulomb ionization cross sections by e.R. proton
bombardment are well v,r»counted for by the various models
mentioned above.

We reproduce here an old result from the

19) SCA paper.
first
Oito)
»F«

M : EipwIiMMal (Hnttlt.nsu
: rwNl Ihtary

X-21J , £ • « »
400
E,0rtV>

Fig. 6. K-ionization cross section for an iron target as a
function of th\\ proton energy.: Figure after Bang and Hansteen*^'
The dotting of the theoretical: curve indicates the energy region
in which the convergence of the. employed series becomes slow ai!d
in which=hi^ier multipoles in'the interaction may begin to
contribute significantly. >
For comparison, the;,values obtained from Henneberg's expression
as evaluated by tøesselt afe shown. Reference: S.iJesselt,
Nucl. Phys. 5(1^58) 435. = " ";
,,

f».
The versatility of che SCA model 1 B well demonstrated
by the following pictures.
In fig. 7 are given some recent results by Dats and
2

collaborators ^ J n the ionization of the L subshells In
0

gold by proton impact.

We note with particular interest the

;i 11111111 | i n ) | m 11 I T ; I 11111111 M 11111 (11111111111 n 1111 • i^

GOLO I SUB-SHfcU IONIZATION
Br PROTON IMPACT
: EXP..0A72 ATAL.,1974
I SCA.STR.L.NON-REL.

I • i ' i ! i " i I ' • n I t . . L I i n i I i i i i I i i i r! i 11 11 11 i i i i i i 11 I i M

J.O
PROTON ENERGY (MeV)

Fig. 7. Total L subshell ionization cross sections induced
by protons impinging on a gold target as functions of the
projectile energy. Experimental values after Datz and
collaborators *.}'', solid curves. The dashed curves are
predictions from straight-line-SCA calculations with
nonrelativistic electron wave functions, i:

observed and predicted bump in the o_

-curves,

Thi3

phenomenon can be straightforwardly elucidated from the SCA
picvire.

We consider the e» .tron density profile reproduced

in fig. 8 below.

15.

10

10 '

r (a.u.)

Pig. 8. The radial electron density distribution
functions for the L subshells in gold. The curves are
based on calculations wi\h relativistic Hftrtree-PockSlater wave functions after T.A.Carlson (unpublished)
and quoted by Datz and coworkers
'.
J

As state'; above the main contribution to the total
ionization cross section originates from an impact parameter
region around

p__.„

a

r..

a

(fiv,)/AE

or less.

The electron

density profile in fig. 8 shows that for low bombarding
energies, where small impact parameters dominate, the S s w g
electrons are the largest contributors.

Por increasing energies

(E^ » -g M^v^ ) and increasing associated P
passes a node, whereas the 2$^ ,

2

same radial region.

m a x

, the 28^/ -curve
2

increases monotonically in the

Thus, the bump may be interpreted as a

manifestation of the Sswg density node.
In fig. 9 is demonstrated a very recent result obtained
by Oreenlees and coworkers 33) in Minnesota. It has been

16.
measured the L. eubshell ionization In uranium.

Note that

the bump le still there in nice agreement with SCA and PWBA
predictions.

T
U L,-Subshell Ionization

10

I

I
10

'
20

[

1 ;
30
40
F/« (MtV/cmu)

U.
SO

60

-J
10

Pig. 9. Results on the L subshell ionization
in uranium after Greenlees and collaborators •"'.
T

The following point should bs emphasized >'n this
connection:

It appears that the study of Coulomb ionization

phenomena has led to a sensitive method for testing radial
electron density distributions in the target atoms; in other
words *- put a probing finger into the atom.

One really

is getting a feeling for the behaviour of the electron
wavefunctions deep inside the atom.

This point is even more

strikingly «demonstrated in coincidence measurements between

17.
the C O U 1 = J excited X-rays and the scattered projectile.
A most recent result an K-shell ionization in bismuth by
4 MeV protons serves to illustrate this point.

In fig. 10

•«ill

is shown data after Greenlee» and co-workers •" '.

The

3CHTCMNG AMU
K S K „L VHCAHC7 PBOOUCTK»

«nuv rnarohs

02
03
04
as
IMPACT PARAMETER. PUO' ^*!
10

Pig. 10. The K shell vacancy production probability
times impact parameter (pl_) versus impact parameter
for 4 MeV protons on Bi. The solid curves are nonrelativistic BEA and SCA predictions. ResuitB after
Greenlees and collaborators •v'. The dashed curve
indicates results of a relativistic SCA calculation after
Amundsen and Kocbach •'-".

inserted curve "SCA, rel." is based on calculations of
Amundsen and Kocbach ^'who are exploiting relativistic
wavefunctlons for the K-shell target electrons.

These

calculations represent an improvement in comparison with

18.
non-relatlvlstlc SCA calculations

'. He shall not cossMnt

further on this particular and most important point, tut
refer to contributions from the last mentioned authprs " * ^7)

J

IMPACT PARAMETER b (10 Fm)

Fig. 11. Predicted Coulomb ionization probability for
3-MeV protons on a silver target in the straight line
Oft)

approximation

'.

In fig. 11 is. shvTO non-relatlvistlc SCA predictions for l>*
ionization in a silver target.

We note the structure in

I „ ( % ) which is again a predicted manifestation of the

2a „
±/

bump 20)
A recent result of Bethge, Schmidt-Boefcing and
collaborators ^ ' in Frankfurt ?.ends considerable support to
the applicability of the SCA-calculations

°'. Among other

quantities has been measured the absolute value of the
ionization probability P

L

in lead l»y protons.

Jn fig. 12

experimental data are compared with predictions from the SCA
and BEA models.

Kote that the absolute agreement between

19.
f.»"

1

K10-

Ai A ' '«fe

Fig. 12. Measurements * ' and predictions
* '"' from the
SCA and BEA models of the absolute value of the probability
P
in lead as a function of;the proton impact parameter.
Data after Stiebing and collaborators ' ',
L

SCA predictions and experimex. s at 6 MeV and 5 MeV is excellent.
At the proton energy of 2 Mey, however, the. BEA model appears
to give a better description of the data.
deflection

^'

The Coulomb

should be expected to play a role at this

latter energy, such that a complete SCA calculation including
projectile deflection should be expected to give good
agreement also at tills bombarding energy.

- This is really

doing atomic physics with nuclear devices.

Note tha , these

1-

are absolute measurements; no free parameters are involved.
The quantity P.

contains the L_, k-r-r» and L ™

ionization

probabilities as well as fluorescence yields and Coster-Kronig

20.
fractions.

This may be one of the reasons why a non-

relativlstic SCA calculation
case.

works so well in the present

This because the influence of a relativistic description

of the target electrons is most pronounced for electronic
subshells in heavy target

s

atoms, and thus not to be noticed

as strongly in this particular experiment.
We have reasons to state that a near-quantitative
picture is really emerging in the description of these and
similar processes.

2.4

'•

Remarks on electron capture processes in inner-shell
vacancy production.
Experimentally one is at present able at least to

some extent to use bare heavy projectiles for the study of
ion-atom collisions.

This raises the question of the importance

of cap ure of inner-shell target rlectrons by the impinging
nucleus.
Most recently a contribution by Losonsky and
4oV
Ltipicki
' has shed light on this problem. One has calculated
cross sections for the transfer of a bound state target '
electron to a bound state of the incident bare atomic projectile
with charge number Z,,.

The total inner- shell vacancy produc

tion in the target atom 1s assumed to be due to the following
two processes:
1)

Direct Coulomb ionization.

2)

Projectile electron capture.

'

We shall not in any way go into details in this context.
In fig. 13 is shown as an example the measured and predicted

21.

K vacancy production in the process
18'Ar(K).

^-y

i

T~~-

r

' ^EXPERIMENT , '
• >Mic**io!d'ill ol„< 1973)

/
,/

'
:

i

r~i ! r

:;

2, — „ A r ( K )
E / M, . I 9 MeV/dffiu

-J

I

5

I

I

I

' I

10

PROJECTILE ATOMIC NUMBER Z,

Fig. 13. Experimental and theoretical cross
for K vacancy production in argon by various
incident nuclei after Losonsky and Lapicki
Coulomb ionization predictions after the PSS
Basbas and coworkers
' -*'.

sections
bare
'. The
model of

The following tentative conclusion may be drawn
from these results."
Z. «

i)

2)
3)

Z

Z

Z_.

1

The Coulomb ionization mechanism is
dominating.
-

i / 2 * /-'
Z. <, Z„.

Roughiy .equal contributions of processes.
Electron capture dominant contribution to
inner-shell vacancy production.

it.
Por further detail» we refer to ref.

'.

This ends our discussion or what Might be considered
as the more clear-cut cases in ion-atom collisions.

3.

Remarks on Pauli excitations and quasl-molecule
formation.
A complete description of the highly complicated

phenomena occurring in general ion-atom collisions is certainly
far outside the scope of a simple-minded SCA model.

The

ioi.isiation phenomena occurring in the overlapping electron
clouds of the interpenetrating ion-atom system, are often
referred to as Pauli excitations

'.

In particular, when

the projectile nuclear charge approximately equals that of the
target nucleus charge, i.e. Z. - Z , the observed inner shell
2

ionization cross sections are several orders of magnitude larger
than should be expected from a simple Coulomb ionization
12 14
mechanism
'
*. This is illustrated for K-shell ionization
v

in fig. 14. However, we note from fig. 1^ that for increasing
projectile velocities the Coulomb ionization mechanism
gradually becomes more important.
In fig. 15 the similar phenomenon is shown after
Saris

•" for the L- radiation from Ar.

induced in the processes

Z

The

Ii X-rays are

•* Ar..We still observe

the

results of Pauli excitations, and further hots the'orders of
magnitude differences from the direct Coulomb process, cf,
the curves for H

+

+

and H e in fig. 15.

m

(

•

- - |

•

a?.

•

iW

Fig. Ik.
Measured K-shell lonlsetion cross•sections
for Z ~ Zg compared with Couloafe excitation curve.
Figure after Werner Brandt • '.
1

frtl"»VI

+

Fig. 15. Cross sections for Ar L X-ray emission in Z -Ar
collisions plotted versus the Incident ion energy in the
center or mass system, after Saris *5)^

2».

Qualitatively on* «ay obtain an understanding of
these phenomena.

Th» symbolic sketches in fig. 16 demonstrate

the formation of so-called quasi-molecular states and the
united atom stage In an ion-atom collision.

©

<D

(52)

.® ®.

•

Sekfutlc iittjru of n r l M t itigt» of in
f o M t M C«llt»lf«.
'

l« tin '«te*t» U» m\Ui itoi «tin».
0« «It'nr «tdt III» auåti-toUcult fowtton.

Fig. 16. Stages In an Ion-atom collision.

Provided the collision IS slow enough to permit formation of
a short-lived quasi-molecular state, the electron clouds will
overlap and give rise to Pauli excitations. Moreover, for
increasing projectile velocities, the quasi-molecular states
won't have tine to for», and the Coulomb excitation mechanism
starts dominating

'.

yt*su*& the projectile velocity to, be much les?: than
the velocity of the inner atoll electrons in question,
v

v

l *< e l '

25.
Under such circumstances the usual treatment at present of
inner shall vacancy formations is uassd on the molecular
5

6

orbital (MO) wodel of Fano and Llchten * ' * \

In this

model the inner shall vacancies are regarded as being due to
the promotion of electrons in the combined orbital system of
the diatomic quasi molecule to vacant higher-lying energy <
levels.

A rather detailed account of the achievements of the

Fano-Lichten electron promotion model has recently been given
by Kessel and Fastrup

'K

Suffice here to mention the cal

culations of Briggs and Macek

' which have lead to at least

semi-quantitative predictions from the electron promotion
model.
For the purpose of our pictorial expose, we reproduce
in fig. 17 the now almost classical molecular-orbital
diagram for the Ar-Ar system after Fano and Lichten -*'.
In this diagram the energy levels of the combined system are
given as a tiaiction of the distance of the two nuclei.

To

the left in the figure appear the krypton-like levels of the
united atom.

We have so to say a railway station with crossing

rails for the electron energy levels, i.e. "level crossings".
Within this picture there is also the possibility for rail
switching.

Thus, in order to create vacancies in the inner

shells of the system, We have to bring the two atoms so close
together that a level crossing is obtained.

An electron may then

be promoted to a higher electron shell provided there is a
vacancy available.

This electron may remain in its promoted

state, when the two collision partners separate.
One may visualise In this way the possibility to
obtain ioniiation cross sections of the order of magnitude

26.
*lo \ \»io

Kt

Fig. 17.
energy
by Fan

TOI .02 .05 .1 .2 .5 1.0 2 5 10
S lau.)Ar* Ar

The semi-quantitative molecular-orbital
1 d'agram for the Ar-Ar molecule as given
LI eaten *5)

of the atomic geometrical cross sections of the colliding
atoms.

Furthermore, when two electron shells with equal

r

binding energies cut into each other during the collision,
level crossings may well take place; remember in this
connection the level matching effect observed by Specht

12',
)

Still reasoning from the above picture, if the
electron binding energies are very different, no level crossings
will be achieved.
It should be stressed that projectiles as protons,
deuterons and r.lpha particles cannot excite any inner shell
electrons via --> electron promotion mechanism 46). Thus,

27.

however complicated the interplay between the varioae proceaaea
in ion-atom collisions, there are at least cases when the
Coulomb ionization mechanism will stand out clearly.

4.

Multiple Coulomb ionizations.
The multiple inner shell vacancies produced by

heavy charged projectiles has recently come into the focus
of interest.

This phenomenon is of importance tor

the study

of X-ray satellites appearing in radiation spectra from
collisions between heavy ions and atoms.
of Knudson and collaborators
Saltmarsh et al.

We refer to works

*', Burch and coworkers

5

',

, and Li and collaborators •* '.

In fig. 18 is reproduced the Al Ka

X-ray spectra

for various projective types after Knudson, Burkhalter, and
Nagel "

.

It has been suggested that the Coulomb ionization
1

mechanism may here play an important part - ' ^ '.
Furthermore, the SGA model, among other models, has proved
5>i

to be applicable >

5 5

\.

The atomic electron's are assumed to move independently
of each other, the impinging ion being treated as a naked
charge.

Under the assumption of a binomial probability

distribution, we obtain for dotfb:Q|,,and higher Coulomb,;
3

ionizations the approximate expressions

'

t».

ALUMINUM K. X-RAY SPSHUA

1490

1500

15)0

IS»

IS30 IMC I5S0

X-RAY ENF.KGY(tV)

Fig, 18. The observed aluminum K« X-ray spectra for
various projectile types after Knudson, ftirtyalter,
and Kegel ^.
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The total cross section for Coulomb ejection of one X- and
ni L-shell electrons is given b,f

(16, a)
Further, we may define a relative production rate for
niultiple to single ionlsatlonsl with protoas as projectile».

29.

\

{ m )

•

o^m^/o^).

(16, D)

The relative production rate for heavy charged (Z.<t)
projectiles with equal velocity and in the straight line
approximation is then
R

z

z

' i*

( m )

R

l

( m )

(17)

-

Figure 19 shows how the SCA model in impact parameter form
makes possible a detailed analysis of the multiple Coulomb
ionization process. The curves in fig. 19 confirm the
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Fig. 19- Impact parameter dependences of single and
multiple Coulomb ionizations produced by 1 MeV protons
on a copper target. -The Bohr radii of the K- and L-shells,
r„ and r , are indicated.
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suggestion by Saltmarsh and collaborators • ~

that

simultaneous K- and L-shell Coulomb ionizations originate
from impact parameters deep inside the L-electron shell.

In table I «re reproduced number» relevant to the doable
KL Coulomb Ionization of copper by protons.

Table I
8,

Multiple Coulomb Ionization for H
r

+

•* Cu

"

X
(MeV)

(No dim.)

3.*

13

0.5

(Barns)

°L

(Barns)

°Kl/°K
(x IP )

0.12

3.5

1.47
1.79

2

(10' x Barns)

1.

9

26

1.1

4.2

2.

6

131

4.5

3.7

i.55

5.

4

481

9.4

1.95

0.85

10.

3

772

8.1

1.05

0.53

a

Evaluated from the straight line SCA model.

We note from table I that the maximum of the ratio
°Kl/°L

i s

c l o s e

to.the maximum of o^ (E ), i.e. when the
j

1

orbital L-electron velocity approximately equalc the
4

projectile Velocity.

51

Ihis is as'hinted in ref. - ' and well

understandable from eq, (15, a) above, i.e. from a simpleminded SCA model.
From eqs. (16) and (17) with ,m»l follows that
E

<WV/°K< 1> " ^ f V Z i

2

(l)

- Ri .

(18)

In fig. 20 is shown how this ratio varies for an iron target
bombarded by deuterons and alpha particles as a function of
the projectile energy per nucleon.

?1.

Fe(2j=26)
MEMIKMEIHS OF U El HL.

-<r
_

0

v

. HANSTEEN U O
' MOSEBEKKISCAI

6

a

10

12

E/M.fMeV/omu):

Fig. 20. The relative production rate for the KL
Coulomb ionization of an iron target as a function of
the projectile energy per nucleon. Experimental data
col

after Li and collaborators
. , Values according to the
BEA model are given by Hansen ->"'.
We note the comparison in fig. ?0 with predictions from
the BEA model and the SCA model. ' At least these two models
appear to work reasonably well for multiple Coulomb
ionizations induced W completely stripped' light ions.
The multiple Coulomb ionization might be a
component to consider even when the projectiles are not
stripped. ^This phenomenon couldiwell mix, with other effects
such as Paulir-excitations

J

.,

5. •: Selected background effects. \
'Several types of annoying background radiation are ,' .
;

occurring in ion-atom.iCøliisions.

The situation becomes highly

32.
complicated

when the projectile carries its own electrons

into the collision.

Probably the best understanding at

present of the background effects of X-ray character is
achieved by considering bombarding protons in the energy
region of the order of 1 MeV and target atoms not too
• light " » ^ ' .

In this case the multiple Coulomb vacancy

production is small.

Moreover, the molecular orbital

excitation mechanism for inner shell ionizations does not
occur

'.

Under these circumstances the dominating X-ray

background radiations are of the following types:
1)

Bremsstrahlung from Coulomb ejected secondary
electrons (indirect bnemsstrahlung).

2)

Bremsstrahlung from the projectile,

3)

Compton scattered 7
rays from (Coulomb) excited
states in the target nucleus.

and
r

We shall briefly comment on the first two types of background
radiation.
Recent observations by Folkmann and collaborators"'-' '
Vappear to be well described on the basis of the above
assumptions and application of well-known theoretical concepts
as outlined for instance in the review article by Alder et
:

/ . . i . »>. ' : .
Hie bremsstrahlung from the secondary electrons is the
. most important effect.

The cross section for the Coulomb

production of secondary electrons enters into the expression
for the corresponding bremsstrahlung production cross section.

33.
(br)
do

(K)

r*

- - " ÉJ
<* r
i

E

E

a(E » r
f

) o ( E

f

) d E

f

<

1 9 )

with
E :

Bremsstrahlung photon energy,

E:

Electron energy,

f

g( ): Function to be found in the litterature

cq>J:

- ".

o(E_): Cross section for production of secondary electrons.
It should be noted that the differential production cross
sections for secondary electrons,

do/dE , obey a scaling
f

law analogous to one of those valid for direct Coulomb
2
ionization, i.e. with a scaling factor equal to Z. , the
square of the projectile charge

'

\.

Expressions from

the BEA, PWBA. or SCA models may be utilized in calculating
these quantities, ,
Bie bremBStrahlung,from the projectile turns out to
be not as important.
E

As a function of the radiation energy

the projectile bremsstrahlung cross section is nearly flat

as compared to the indirect bremsstrahlung, which is peaked
around smaller spectral energies.

The direct projectile,

bremsstrahlung should be found mainly with protons as projec
tiles, being negligible for heavier charged projectile impacts.
The curves in fig. 21 after Folkmann et al. " '

illustrates

well the situation.
Bombardments with heavier projectiles ( a -particles
and heavier ions) at higher, energies yield considerable
amounts of high energy background.

Other processes seem to

take over the role of projectile bremsstrahlung, likewise

3*.
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Fig. 21. The experimental and.theoretical background
radiation cross sections for aj thin carbon sample bombarded with protons. After FoJLkmann and collaborators'57)

having a weak dependence on the spectral energy E . One
possibility is that the radiative electron capture, REC,
here comes into play

'. By this is meant that the

completely or highly stripped projectile ion can capture a
free or weakly bound target electron directly into a K-shell
vacancy with subsequent emission of X-."ay photons.
A detailed knowledge of these background effects
in ion-atom collisions has proved useful in several respects.
One is the practical implications connected with the recently
developed.multielement trace analysis by Proton Induced
1

X-ray Emission, "FIXE", cf. ref. ° ' and references quoted
therein.

It turns out that protors are by far the most

advantageous projectile for this type of extremely sensitive
microanalysis ^ ' .

Neither electron bombardment nor the

use of heavier ion» turn out to be as suitable as protons
in producing characteristic X-rays for trace element analysis.

•6.

Mention of recoil effects in solid targets.
Recoil effects in solid targets have proved

important-in. the_inte£pi!»tatioii of-data en heavy ion induced
X-ray production by slow impacts, cf. for instance the
work of Taulbjerg and collaborators

'.

The measured

generalized X-ray production cross sections in such cases
consist of a projectile contribution from direct collisions
with the target atom, together with a contribution caused: by
the recoiling target atom.
Thus
=

W
with

^h)

+

°^%)'

o„ being the projectile contribution and

(2°)
of: the

recoil contribution to the X-ray production cross section.
This opens up the extremely interesting possibility of
studying processes in which the incident ion has one or
mors inner shell vacancies produced in a preced'ng violent
collision

'('.

^K

Ideas on the Interplay between processes in ion-atom
collisions.
Among several significant observations, .we want to

mention a recent contribution by Groeneveld and collaborators

6k)
'.

The X-ray spectra from the process
Me

+

•» Si

36.
with impact energies fron 0.3 to 1.9 MeV have been
investigated.

!•»« M C C * <«•»!

Pig. 22. Observed X-ray spectra from bombardment
of Si targets with N e ions. Figure after Groeneveld
64V
and collaborators
'.
+

To the left in fig. 22 we note the characteristic and
probably Coulomb excited K-llne from the silicium target at
i.75 fcev". In this figure we further note the X-ray
continua, the end points of which are displaced towards
higher X-ray energies with increasing bombarding energies.
An apparently consistent interpretation of these
measurements may be the following one:

A recoiling Si

target atom brings kinetic energy and an earlier and possibly
Coulomb created K-shell vacancy into the collision with

*?.

another Si atom.

What la observed la probably the quasi-

molecular K X-rays from the combined ay«tern of recoiling and
struck Si-Si atoms.

In fig. 25 are presented further

indications for the correctness of this riew.

IS

HKMCCTiU ENMO»
«7
01

(HtV)

Pig. S3, and point energies of the nori-characteristicX-radiation as functions of the impact energy (upper
abscissa) and of the distance of closest approach R of
the recoiling Si-Si target atoms; Picture after Groeneveld
and collaborators '-"','

From this figure we observe the fad; that the continuum
endpoints with increasing projectile energies approach the
K-radlatlon erieVgy of the united atom „ Nl ( i,Sl + S i -• Ni),
fi

±

1 t

oft

28"

Hie interplay between Coulomb Induced and molecular
orbital phenomena here appears to be strikingly demonstrated.
An explanation of the Impact parameter and energy dependences

38.

of the united atom phenomena in such collisions represents
a challenge to the more advanced collision models and
should deepen our understanding of such complicated
processes

'.

The first measurements of the Impact parameter
dependences of the differential cross Sections

for MO

K X-rays have been reported by Schmidt-Bflcking and collabora
tors

5'

in Frankfurt in the case of S on CI collisions.
A few words of caution ought to be given here.

Stott and Waddington

' have investigated the continuum

X-ray production in asymmetric heavy ion collisions.
was found almost Identical high energy tails from
bromine projectiles on gold and from

It

a) 60 HeV

b) 9.1 MeV carbon

projectiles on gold (i.e. collisions with equal'velocities).
It is suggested that these continua are not X-rays from
quasimolecular states of the target-projectile system.

The

radiation tails are interpreted as bremsstrahlung radiation
produced by high energy electrons which may fyivc been knocked
tout, of; the tightly bound ,L-shell of gold.

Whatever the

correct interpretation might be, a most careful treatment of
the various radiation mechanisms possible is imperative in
order to arrive at indisputable conclusions regarding
observations of this type.
Auger electron spectroscopy has provided a useful
tool to investigate inner-shell vacancy formation in ionatom collisions.

Leaving out details, we present in fig. 24

a recent result of such investigations from Kansas State
University

' ' on neon-fluorine collisions, ane? an attempted

39.
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Fig. 24. Neon K-shell ionization cross sections as
extracted by Auger electron spectroscopy and compared
with ionization model calculations. Curve after Woods,
Kauffman, Jamison, and, Richard 67)

disentanglement of the observed neon K-shell ionization
cross sections.'We note the suggested and instructive
interplay between "two types of inner-shell ionization
mechanisms.

We observe the condition
V

V

l « K-Pl.

for the MO contribution to the ionization cross section.
This ends our expose at this point.

MO.

8,

Sone frontier questions and tentative new aspects.
The possible formation of superheavy quasl-molecvles

in very heavy ion collisions has been In the focus of
interest for some tine.

It is assumed that these quasi-

molecules will possess electronic structures with all proper
ties of the corresponding superheavy atoms

' ^/_

It appears to be established that M X-rays from
the united atom with Z, - 132 have been observed in collisions
2

between iodine ions and thick gold targets

6 9 )

.

In fig. 25

is shown X-ray spectra supporting this view.
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1

Greiner and coworkers '°' ' ' have pointed out
that phenomena connected with high energy {» 10 MeV/nucleon)
u

collisions Ijetween-very heavy atoms, e.g.-ggU -• g *
2

might be

crucial for possible teste of quantum electro dynamics.
Some aspects of this situation is roughly sketched
in fig. 26.

positive-trnrgy eonlimjum

Fig. 26. Inner, shell electron ^binding energies as functions
of the nuclear charge. Figure based on results after Muller,
Peitz, Rafelski, and Greiner ' >'.

For superheavy atoms there exSsts the possibility of a socalled "diving" of the is electron into the negative energy
6ea.

This is predicted to take place for a critical super-

riuclear chargé of about

ViticlL-^o.;

*2.

Any observable physical consequences of such
continuum diving depend on the presence of at least one
K-hole in the superheavy quasi-molecule.

Under such

circumstances the possibility of spontaneous creation of posi
trons is assumed to be present ' ' ' ', cf. also fig. 26.
It is an open question how to bring a K-shell
vacancy into a superheavy atom.
One might suggest to use recoil effects from a
uranium atom which has been Coulomb ionized in the K-shell
in an earlier collision.

Under such circumstances the SCA

model, abundantly mentioned above, might turn out to be
useful even in connection with such fundamental questions.
Nevertheless, what Is needed in the future is a fully
relativistic treatment of the general ion-atom collision.
Ar. ambitious task of this kind should presumably be based
71)
on a two-centered Dirac equation ' .

9.

Conclusions.
This has been a survey of a small part of a large

field.

New experimental evidence is now (summer 1975) rapidly

accumulating.

What some years ago was considered an

annoying background in nuclear physics has today developed
into an independent and fruitful research area.
Personally I think it rather remarkable how far
one has been able to advance

one's understanding of ion-atom

collisions with the aid of a few simple-minded models.
- We should now be prepared for radical changes in the
theoretical nations connected with the general ion-f.tom
collision.

For instance, in"contrast to earlier assumptions

v.

' i:.

»>.

it is by no means certain that the de-excitation of a
united atom complex with an inner shell vacancy can be
considered separately from the initial ionization process:
The lifetime of the vacancy may be comparable to or even
shorter than the collision time.

- Such possibilities would

imply highly increased complications in theoretical
treatments.
To sum up:

The simple;, workable pictures seem to

give us a firm standing for future work.

- After all, this

is not a bad starting position for continued research in
the years to come.
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Remark to the reference list.
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Please note tliat due to the oral presentation
of this review, several references are occurring
twice in the reference list, intentionally stressing
their importance in varied contexts.
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